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The twentieth workshop 
in this series 



A bit of personal 
perspective

NuFact ’00 was my first conference


In Berkeley, most of my travel budget had been 
spent to attend the TASI school


With whatever was left over, I drove to 
Monterey


You can still find that wonderful meeting on the 
web, including all the talks!


https://www.cap.bnl.gov/mumu/conf/nufact00/



It may be worth pondering just 
how far we’ve come as a field


since then



The standard lore two 
decades ago

The TASI summer school I attended was called 


“Supersymmetry, Supergravity, and Supercolliders”


Going in, I knew about “superconductivity” or “superfluidity”


After four weeks of the school, I concluded that in particle 
physics, “Super-” had a very specific, distinct technical meaning


“A really cool theoretical idea that doesn’t exist in nature”


Wisely though, the school started out with lectures on 


“The Standard model and why we believe it”


delivered by a SLAC theorist JoAnne Hewett

http://inspirehep.net/record/455151


So let’s look back
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THE STANDARD MODEL AND WHY WE BELIEVE IT ∗ †

J.L. HEWETT

Stanford Linear Accelerator Center, Stanford, CA 94309

The principle components of the Standard Model and the status of their experi-
mental verification are reviewed.

1 The Standard Model

The Standard Model (SM), which combines the SU(2)L×U(1)Y Glashow -
Weinberg - Salam theory of electroweak interactions 1 together with Quantum
Chromodynamics,2 constitutes a remarkable achievement. The formulation of
the theory as a renormalizable quantum theory preserves its predictive power
beyond tree-level computations and allows for the probing of quantum effects.
An array of experimental results confirm every feature of the theory to a high
degree of precision, at the level of testing higher order perturbation theory. In
fact, at present there are no compelling pieces of evidence that are in conflict
with the SM. In these lectures I will review the components of the SM and the
extent to which they have been tested.

The strong interactions are described by Quantum Chromodynamics 2

(QCD), which is a non-abelian gauge theory based on SU(3). Each quark
flavor is a color triplet in the fundamental representation of SU(3)Color and
the SU(3) gauge fields, i.e., the gluons, lie in the adjoint representation 8. All
other particles are color singlets and don’t experience strong interactions. The
QCD Lagrangian may be written as

LQCD = −
1

4
F̂ a

µν F̂µν
a + ψ̄i(iγ

µD̂µ − m)ψi , (1)

with
F̂ a

µν = ∂µGa
ν − ∂νGa

µ + gsf
abcGbµGcν (2)

being the gluon field tensor and the covariant derivative is defined by D̂µ =
∂µδ − igsTaGa

µ. Here gs represents the strong coupling and the indices are
summed over color with a = 1 − 8 and i = 1, 2, 3. Ta and fabc are the SU(3)

∗Lectures given at TASI97: Supersymmetry, Supergravity, and Supercolliders, Boulder,
CO, June 1997.

†Work supported by the Department of Energy, Contract DE-AC03-76SF00515
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So let’s look back
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Figure 18: The comparison of the indirect determinations (from LEP and SLD) and the
world average of direct measurements of MW and mt. Also displayed is the SM relationship
for the masses as a function of the Higgs mass. From 49.
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So let’s look back

p. 5

• There is one Higgs doublet

• The fermion representations are left-handed weak isodoublets and right-
handed singlets

In addition to these assumptions the theory contains 21 a priori free parame-
ters:

• 3 coupling constants

• 12 fermion masses

• 4 fermion mixing parameters

• 1 Higgs mass

• 1 independent gauge boson mass

These parameters are inserted into the framework of the SM by hand. The
missing ingredients of the model are, of course, the Higgs boson which has yet
to be discovered, and the τ -neutrino for which there is only indirect evidence
at present. However, since experiment is now sensitive to loop-level effects, in-
direct constraints on the Higgs boson mass have been obtained. These bounds
will be discussed at length below. The successes of the SM as a theory can be
listed as:

• Renormalizability

• Unitarity

• Unification of the electromagnetic and weak forces

• Prediction of a specific relationship between W and Z boson masses

• The weak charged and neutral current structure agrees with experiment

• All aspects have impressive agreement with all experimental data

Despite these successes there remain a number of important questions which
the SM does not address. These include:

• The fermion masses and mixings and the nature of CP-violation

• Neutrino masses and oscillations

• The number of generations

5



PDG 1996 
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Review of Particle Physics: C. Caso et al. (Particle Data Group), European Physical Journal C3, 1 (1998)

νµνµνµνµ J = 1
2

Mass m < 0.17 MeV, CL = 90%
Mean life/mass, τ/mνµ

> 15.4 s/eV, CL = 90%

Magnetic moment µ < 7.4 × 10−10 µB , CL = 90%

ντντντντ J = 1
2

Mass m < 18.2 MeV, CL = 95%
Magnetic moment µ < 5.4 × 10−7 µB , CL = 90%
Electric dipole moment d < 5.2 × 10−17 e cm, CL = 95%

Number of Light Neutrino TypesNumber of Light Neutrino TypesNumber of Light Neutrino TypesNumber of Light Neutrino Types

(including νe, νµ, and ντ )

Number N = 2.994 ± 0.012 (Standard Model fits to LEP data)
Number N = 3.07 ± 0.12 (Direct measurement of invisible Z

width)

Massive Neutrinos andMassive Neutrinos andMassive Neutrinos andMassive Neutrinos and
Lepton Mixing, Searches forLepton Mixing, Searches forLepton Mixing, Searches forLepton Mixing, Searches for

For excited leptons, see Compositeness Limits below.

See the Particle Listings for a Note “Neutrino Mass” giving details of
neutrinos, masses, mixing, and the status of experimental searches.

While no direct, uncontested evidence for massive neutrinos or lepton
mixing has been obtained, suggestive evidence has come from solar neu-
trino observations, from anomalies in the relative fractions of νe and νµ
observed in energetic cosmic-ray air showers, and possibly from a νe ap-
pearance experiment at Los Alamos. Sample limits are:

Stable Neutral Heavy Lepton Mass LimitsStable Neutral Heavy Lepton Mass LimitsStable Neutral Heavy Lepton Mass LimitsStable Neutral Heavy Lepton Mass Limits

Mass m > 45.0 GeV, CL = 95% (Dirac)
Mass m > 39.5 GeV, CL = 95% (Majorana)

Neutral Heavy Lepton Mass LimitsNeutral Heavy Lepton Mass LimitsNeutral Heavy Lepton Mass LimitsNeutral Heavy Lepton Mass Limits

Mass m > 69.0 GeV, CL = 95% (Dirac νL coupling to e, µ, τ
with

!!Uℓ j
!!2 > 10−12)

Mass m > 58.2 GeV, CL = 95% (Majorana νL coupling to e,
µ, τ with

!!Uℓ j
!!2 > 10−12)

HTTP://PDG.LBL.GOV Page 10 Created: 6/12/1998 14:32PDG 1998 
http://pdg.lbl.gov/1998/sumtab/02lw.pdf

Review of Particle Physics: C. Caso et al. (Particle Data Group), European Physical Journal C3, 1 (1998)

Solar NeutrinosSolar NeutrinosSolar NeutrinosSolar Neutrinos

Detectors using gallium (Eν 0.2 MeV), chlorine (Eν 0.8 MeV),
and Ĉerenkov effect in water (Eν 7 MeV) measure significantly
lower neutrino rates than are predicted from solar models. The deficit
in the solar neutrino flux compared with solar model calculations
could be explained by oscillations with ∆m2 ≤ 10−5 eV2 causing
the disappearance of νe .

Atmospheric NeutrinosAtmospheric NeutrinosAtmospheric NeutrinosAtmospheric Neutrinos

Underground detectors observing neutrinos produced by cosmic rays
in the atmosphere have measured a νµ/νe ratio much less than ex-
pected and also a deficiency of upward going νµ compared to down-
ward. This could be explained by oscillations leading to the disap-
pearance of νµ with ∆m2 ≈ 10−3 to 10−2 eV2.

ν oscillation: νe ̸→ νe (θ = mixing angle)ν oscillation: νe ̸→ νe (θ = mixing angle)ν oscillation: νe ̸→ νe (θ = mixing angle)ν oscillation: νe ̸→ νe (θ = mixing angle)

∆m2 < 9 × 10−4 eV2, CL = 90% (if sin22θ = 1)
sin22θ < 0.02, CL = 90% (if ∆(m2) is large)

ν oscillation: νµ (νµ) → νe (νe) (any combination)ν oscillation: νµ (νµ) → νe (νe) (any combination)ν oscillation: νµ (νµ) → νe (νe) (any combination)ν oscillation: νµ (νµ) → νe (νe) (any combination)

∆m2 < 0.075 eV2, CL = 90% (if sin22θ = 1)
sin22θ < 1.8× 10−3, CL = 90% (if ∆(m2) is large)

HTTP://PDG.LBL.GOV Page 11 Created: 6/12/1998 14:32

http://pdg.lbl.gov/1998/sumtab/02lw.pdf


Citation: D.E. Groom et al. (Particle Data Group), Eur. Phys. Jour. C15, 1 (2000) (URL: http://pdg.lbl.gov)

Number of Light Neutrino TypesNumber of Light Neutrino TypesNumber of Light Neutrino TypesNumber of Light Neutrino Types

(including νe, νµ, and ντ )

Number N = 2.994 ± 0.012 (Standard Model fits to LEP data)
Number N = 3.00 ± 0.06 (Direct measurement of invisible Z

width)

Massive Neutrinos andMassive Neutrinos andMassive Neutrinos andMassive Neutrinos and
Lepton Mixing, Searches forLepton Mixing, Searches forLepton Mixing, Searches forLepton Mixing, Searches for

For excited leptons, see Compositeness Limits below.

See the Particle Listings for a Note “Neutrino Mass” giving details of
neutrinos, masses, mixing, and the status of experimental searches.

There is now rather convincing evidence that neutrinos have nonzero
mass from the apparent observation of neutrino oscillations, where the
neutrinos come from π (or K ) → µ → e decays in the atmosphere; the
mesons are produced in cosmic-ray cascades.

Stable Neutral Heavy Lepton Mass LimitsStable Neutral Heavy Lepton Mass LimitsStable Neutral Heavy Lepton Mass LimitsStable Neutral Heavy Lepton Mass Limits

Mass m > 45.0 GeV, CL = 95% (Dirac)
Mass m > 39.5 GeV, CL = 95% (Majorana)

Neutral Heavy Lepton Mass LimitsNeutral Heavy Lepton Mass LimitsNeutral Heavy Lepton Mass LimitsNeutral Heavy Lepton Mass Limits

Mass m > 83.3 GeV, CL = 95%
(Dirac νL coupling to e, µ, τ ; conservative case(τ ))

Mass m > 73.5 GeV, CL = 95%
(Majorana νL coupling to e, µ, τ ; conservative case(τ ))

Solar NeutrinosSolar NeutrinosSolar NeutrinosSolar Neutrinos

Detectors using gallium (Eν
>∼ 0.2 MeV), chlorine (Eν

>∼ 0.8 MeV),
and Ĉerenkov effect in water (Eν

>∼ 7 MeV) measure significantly
lower neutrino rates than are predicted from solar models. The deficit
in the solar neutrino flux compared with solar model calculations
could be explained by oscillations with ∆m2 ≤ 10−5 eV2 causing
the disappearance of νe .

HTTP://PDG.LBL.GOV Page 11 Created: 9/19/2000 13:11

PDG 2000 
http://pdg.lbl.gov/2000/lxxx_index.pdf

By that point, I was hooked


This is what New Physics 

looks like
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FIG. 3: Zenith angle distributions of FC e-like, µ-like, PC,
and UPµ are shown for data (filled circles with statistical
error bars), MC distributions without oscillation (boxes) and
best-fit distributions (dashed). The non-oscillated MC shows
the distribution without fitting and the box height shows the
statistical error. In the case of non-zero θ13, matter enhanced
excess of electron-like events is expected in the zenith angle of
−1 < cos θ < −0.2 regions in the multi-GeV 1-ring and multi-
ring electron-like samples. The νµ in the resonance regions
populate mainly in the multi-GeV single-ring muon, multi-
ring muon, two PC, and UP stopping µ samples.

http://pdg.lbl.gov/1996/www_2ltab.ps


The story of solar 
neutrinos

A very instructive tale of Pride and 
Prejudice


The first neutrino oscillation effect was 
observed in 1968, at Homestake


100,000 gallons of dry-cleaning fluid 
(tetrachloroethylene) 4,850 feet 
underground. Every few weeks, 
extracted Ar, formed by 


Expected ~ 51 atoms of Ar, but saw 
only ~ 17

⌫e +
37 Cl ! e� +37 Ar



http://www.bnl.gov/bnlweb/
raydavis/BB_sept1967.pdf


No mention of 
oscillations


Nobody rushes to 
repeat this 
measurement for the 
next two decades

http://www.bnl.gov/bnlweb/raydavis/BB_sept1967.pdf
http://www.bnl.gov/bnlweb/raydavis/BB_sept1967.pdf


Matter matters
Wolfenstein 1978: matter effect, by analogy with the Kaon 
regeneration in matter


Index of refraction (due to coherent forward scattering) is 
different for νe and νµ, ντ (birefringence)


Correct equations (up to the sign and √2)


But, a large part of the paper is on NSI (flavor conversion 
without masses)


… and the evolution equations in the falling solar density profile 
are not actually solved


Similar scenario later plays out for collective oscillations in 
supernovae



Comes tantalizingly 
close!
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Matter effects on three-neutrino oscillations

V. Barger and K. Whisnant
Physics Department, University of Wisconsin, Madison, Wisconsin 53706

8, Pakvasa
Physics Department, University ofHawaii at Manoa, Honolulu, Hawaii 96822

R. J. N. Phillips
Rutherford Laboratory, Chilton, Didcot, Oxon, England

(Received 4 August 1980)

We evaluate the influence of coherent forward scattering in matter upon neutrino oscillations in the three-neutrino
picture. We write down the exact solution and also approximate first-order solutions that exhibit general features
more transparently. Oscillation characteristics in matter that could be observed in deep-mine experiments are
discussed and illustrated using an oscillation solution suggested by solar and reactor data.

I. INTRODUCTION

Interest in neutrino oscillations' has been
heightened recently by indications from beam-
dump experiments, ' from reanalysis' of old re-
actor data, and from a new reactor experiment
with reduced sensitivity to spectrum uncertain-
ties. If such oscillations can be clearly re-
solved, they will not only show that neutrinos are
massive but also provide information about their
mass differences and mixing matrix.
Deep-mine experiments that measure high-

energy events from atmospheric neutrinos offer
unique opportunities to probe oscillations in the
range L/E-1-10' m/MeV (where L is the path
length and E the energy) that is sensitive to mass-
squared differences 5m & 10 5 eV . Wolfenstein
has pointed out, however, that the standard vac-
uum oscillations can be significantly modified by
coherent forward scattering from electrons in
matter (that selectively affect v, and v, compon-
ents) when the path integral of electron number
density N, is of order fN, dL 10'N„cm '-where
N„=6x10' . Thus with electron densities in
typical terrestrial matter of order N, - 2N& cm ',
matter effects can occur over the distance of the
earth's radius, i.e. , in deep-mine events pro-
duced by upward neutrinos.
Wolfenstein has given a complete analytic solu-

tion for matter corrections to oscillations of two
neutrinos. We examine the properties of this
solution in detail in Sec. II. We then derive a
general solution for matter oscillations with any
number of neutrinos, but its implications are not
immediately transparent. We therefore also
write down first-order approximate solutions that
exhibit general properties rather simply. For
the case of three neutrinos, we give an exact
solution in closed form. In Sec. III we illustrate

the properties of the three-neutrino oscillations
in matter based on a vacuum-oscillation solu-
tion suggested by solar and reactor data.

II. OSCILLATIONS IN MATTER

A. General equations

Consider a set of neutrino charged-current
eigenstates v, (o. = e, p, r, . . . ) and mass eigen-
states v; (i = 1, 2, 2, . . .) at time t =0, disting-
uished by their suffixes and related by a unitary
transformation,

~
v~) = Q U~;

~
v;) .

Then, for a relativistic neutrino beam energy E,
we recall the standard amplitude A and probabil-
ity I' for v —vs transitions after a time t in
vacno,

A(v, —vz) =g U, exp(--', &~; &/E) U;z,
I'(v -v,) = iA(v —v, ) i',

(2)

~
q(t)) =Qq, (t) iv,.) .

For an initial state v at time t =0, $,.(0) = U, ,
and the v - v~ transition amplitude is

A(v -v~)=-QU', ,g, (t) . .

The time evolution is controlled by the equation

where m,. are the mass eigenvalues and the inter-
ference terms in A~ are oscillatory. We us-
ually write L/E in place of t/E in Eq. (2), where
L is the length of the flight path (units 0=c = 1).
To treat neutrino evolution in matter, we con-

sider an arbitrary state vector in neutrino-flavor
space,

22 2'7 l8 1980 The American Physical Society
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E (MeV) &10'
I
&~' (eV')

I

(v) For given 5m the vacuum-oscillation length
l~ depends on E, whereas l„doesnot; hence,
there is always some energy range where matter
effects are important.
(vi) There is always some energy where lv/1„
= cos2n and hence n' = 45 for either v or v de-
pending on the sign of 5m . Hence, there is al-
ways some energy where v or v matter mixing is
maximal. At this energy, the diagonal transition
probability vanishes at a distance

(18)

I =—cot2n .~N

2

a = 22.5'

(iii) At intermediate values
I lv I

-
I l„Ithe mat-

ter corrections are very significant and differ
between neutrinos and antineutrinos. More-
over, matter effects resolve the vacuum-oscil-
lation ambiguity in the sign of 5m .
(iv) For matter corrections to be observable,

the distance traversed in matter must also be an
appreciable fraction of l„.Hence matter correc-
tions are very small in all terrestrial contexts,
except when neutrinos traverse a substantial
fraction of the earth's diameter and have ener-
gies

With n =22.5' and N, =2N„cm, this distance is
I = 5 x10' m, which would correspond to deep-
mine events about 10' below the horizontal direc-
tion.
Some of these results are illustrated in Fig. 1,

showing the ratio 5M /&I (describing the cor-
rection to the oscillation wavelength) and sin'2n'
(describing the oscillation amplitude) versus
E/)5m

I
. This illustration is based on n =22.5'

and N, =2K„.As expected, there is little rnatter
correction for E (MeV) &10'I5m' (eV')I. The
mixing becomes maximal in one channel (v or v)
at one energy. At sufficiently large energy
where 3~» l'„the mixing is damped out. %hen
5m' changes sign, v and v exchange roles. The
transition probabilities are given simply by

P(v. - v, ) =P(v, —v,) =1-P(v,—v,)
= 1 —P( v —v ) = sin'(2o.")sin'( —,'5M'l. /E) .

(20)

Figure 2 compares vacuum- and matter-oscilla-
tion results for P(e —e) in the two-neutrino case
at a, fixed distance I = 5 x10 m.
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FIG. 1. Matter-to-vacuum eigenmass-squared differ-

ence ratio and matter amplitude sin 20." for oscillations
of two neutrinos with vacuum amplitude sin 2G = 0.5 (G
=22.5 ).
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MSW, 1985-86
Mikheev and Smirnov solved the 
evolution equation in the solar 
density profile


Find large conversion possible 
for small vacuum mixing


The paper is originally rejected


 They attempt repackaging in 
the supernova neutrino context, 
bury the word “resonance”


see arxiv:0706.0454

5

The authors are indebted to L. Wolfenstein, G. T.
Zatsepin, A. Yu. Ignat’ev, D. K. Nadezhin, V. A.
Rubakov, V. G. Ryasni, and M. E. Shaposhnikov for
useful discussions.
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Translated by S. Chomet

Comments (June 2007)

1. This paper presents, in particular, our first ana-
lytic results on the adiabatic conversion of neutrinos
in matter. It has been written in summer-fall 1985. In
attempt to avoid problems with publication (we had
before), we tried to hide the term “resonance”, and
did not discussed applications to the solar neutrinos;
also we have not included references to our previous
papers on the resonance enhancement of neutrino os-
cillations.

This short paper has been submitted to JETP
Letters in the fall 1985 and successfully ... rejected.
It was resubmitted to JETP in December of 1985.
The results of the paper have been reported at the
6th Moriond workshop in January 1986 and included
in several later reviews. The paper was reprinted in
“Solar Neutrinos: The first Thirty Years”, Ed. J. N.
Bahcall, et al., Addison-Wesley 1995.

2. The differential equation of third order for the
survival probability P , Eq. (1), has been derived
from a system of three differential equations for P ,
R ≡ Re⟨νe|νµ⟩, and I ≡ Im⟨νe|νµ⟩. The system of
equations has been obtained in our first paper: Sov.
J. Nucl. Phys. 42, 913 (1985), (Yad. Fiz. 42, 1441
(1985)).

3. Analytic results of sec. 3, have been derived
neglecting the high order derivatives d3P/dt3 and
d2P/dt2 in Eq. (1) which is implied by the adiabatic
condition. The resulting equation,

M(M2 + 4M̄2)
dP

dt
− 2M̄2

dM

dt
(2P − 1) = 0,

can be easily integrated:

P =
1

2
+

!

P0 −
1

2

"

#

n2
0

+ 1

n0

n√
n2 + 1

.

With the initial condition

P (0) = 1 −
1

2
sin2 2θ0

m = 1 −
1

2(n2
0
+ 1)

it leads to the adiabatic conversion formula (16).
Noticing that

n√
n2 + 1

= cos 2θm,
n0

#

n2
0

+ 1
= cos 2θ0

m

one realizes immediately that Eqs. (16) and (18) coin-
cide with the adiabatic formulas that usually appear
in literature.

Sov. Phys. JETP 64 (1) July 1986



MSW then is accepted by 
the neutrino practitioners

Large conversion for 
small mixing angles


And people know 
that mixing angles 
are naturally small


Generic result, since the 
solar density profile 
spans orders of 
magnitude

Convective
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Figure 1: Electron density in the Sun according to the BP2000 [8] solar model. The dashed
line shows the best-fit exponential ne/NA = 245 exp(−10.54R/R⊙).

solar neutrino flux. One way to get this suppression was to have a large mixing angle and
oscillations in vacuum. The resonance idea provided another way. It showed that a large flavor
conversion could occur even if in vacuum |Heµ| ≪ |Hµµ − Hee|.

In a nutshell, the idea is to have the matter term cancel the difference of the diagonal
elements at some depth in the Sun. If, at some depth x̃, |A(x̃) − ∆ cos 2θ| < ∆ sin 2θ, the
conversion will take place according to idφµ/dt ≃ ∆ sin 2θφe. Notice that the condition

A(x0) = ∆ cos 2θ (9)

a priori does not require any large fine-tuning of the neutrino parameters, since the electron
density in the Sun smoothly varies over several orders of magnitude (see Figure 1).

To get enough conversion, the distance δx over which the cancellation persists must be long
enough so that a significant fraction of the oscillation cycle can be completed,

∆ sin 2θ(δx) >∼ 1. (10)

If one assumes that the profile around the resonance x = x0 is approximately linear A(x) ≃

4



Meanwhile, the HEP community 
at large remains skeptical

Georgi & Luke, Nucl Phys B347, 1-11 (1990)


Other quotes in Bahcall, physics/0406040 

http://arxiv.org/abs/physics/0406040


In hindsight

The θ12 mixing angle is large


The hierarchy of small mixings is not 
present in the lepton sector (important 
piece in the flavor puzzle!)


The mass-squared splitting turns out to be 
fine-tuned to the matter density in the 
center of the Sun



Solar neutrinos, circa 
NuFact’00

A number of solutions 
possible, with masses 
and mixing angles 
spanning orders of 
magnitude

A. de Gouvea, A.F., H. Murayama, PLB 490, 125 (2000)

A.F., PRL 85, 936 (2000) 



And by 2005

KamLAND+SNO+Super
K+Homestake+GALLEX
/SAGE


KamLAND constrains 
Δm2, while the angle 
𝜭12 is better 
constrained by the 
solar data 

KamLAND Collab., PRL 94, 081801 (2005)

SNO Collab., PRL 92, 181301 (2004) 



Tremendous progress since

Every year, there have been important experimental developments in the field


E.g., θ13: from unknown to best-measured in a blink of an eye, with major implications 
from the long-baseline program to supernova neutrinos


IceCUBE UHE neutrinos, CMB/LSS data, SBL surprises, cross sections, coherent NC …

Daya Bay T2K

SNO Super-K

KamLAND
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NEUTRINOS

HAVE MASS
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[albeit very tiny ones...]

So What?

May 26, 2013 Synergisms

What’s so special about 
neutrino masses?

Neutrinos have 
masses


Other particles have 
masses ...
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But neutrino 
masses are 

unusual
From the experimental point 

of view, neutrinos are 
absurdly light and, 

moreover, interact only 
through the weak force

We can’t slow them down to 
weigh at our leisure



Need extraordinary 
measures

Endpoint spectra of a beta decay EXTREMELY accurately


beta-decay of tritium; Katrin


Majorana mass term is an operator that violates something


Neutrinoless double-beta decay; (n)EXO, Majorana, GERDA, 
KamLAND-Zen, SNO+ 


Slow neutrinos down by redshift; use gravity for detection


cosmology; CMB, LSS, lensing


Use interferometry


oscillation experiments; reactor, accelerator beams, solar, 
atmospheric, supernova



From the theoretical 
point of view

Most people would bet neutrinos are probably Majorana (seesaw). 
One cannot just write down a Majorana mass term by hand, 
gauge invariance requires that it come from a dim-5 operator


(LH)(LH)/Λ-> νν<v>2 /Λ

Weinberg in the 1970s noted that this is the only possible 
dim-5 operator; beyond dim 5, lots more stuff


That’s already not bad: neutrino physics is in position where the 
GUT physics would have been had we discovered proton decay 


finally, a higher-dim operator;  it is a message from new 
physics at a very high scale, violating accidental symmetry of 
the SM; this new scale could explain our origin (leptogenesis)

L̄�
µ⌫
W

µ⌫
HeR, L̄H�

µ⌫
W

µ⌫
LH, (LL)qRqR, ...



Yet, it can be even more 
interesting

Implicit in this logic is the belief that the nearest scale 
of new physics Λ is extremely high 


Upon accepting such belief, one may want to stop doing 
most of the experimental particle physics 


with the possible exception of nucleon decay searches 
and


searches for other dim 5 operators, e.g., axion


If, on the other hand, new physics is at, or below, ~10 
TeV, other higher dimension operators come into play 

aF F̃



Light new physics?

In the extreme case, new physics could be light, right under 
our nose, just extremely weakly coupled


We already search for it everywhere we can, we should 
definitely look in the place where we found physics beyond 
the Standard Model


Light right-handed neutrino partners


Light DM/Dark sectors


Hidden neutrino interactions


…


It’s an experimental question



SM model works much 
better that it should
On the one hand, Nature should have no unprotected masses


All unprotected masses stay at the scale of new physics 
by loop corrections


It’s gratifying that besides the Higgs all other 
elementary particles have protected masses


On the other hand, every possible higher-dimensional 
operator we are sensitive to is just not there!


besides neutrino masses


We don’t know what this means; we’ve been humbled by 
Nature



Why is the SM so 
successful?

The strategy should be to 
cast your net wide and look 
for possible new effects 
everywhere


In the case of neutrinos, this 
means overmeasure and 
overconstrain the sector to 
check if there’s additional 
new physics 


That’s what you are doing!

CP violation before the B factories

• For 35 years (untill 1999), only unambiguous CPV measurement was in K mixing
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• CP vioaltion used to be interesting in itself; by now dozens of measurements
) In which cases can both theory and experiment be precise?

ZL — p.1/15

Need something like this 
for the neutrino sector



Example: Simplest NSI

• Following Wolfenstein, let’s suppose new flavor-changing interactions


• For illustration, just a single term: a flavor changing qqνeντ interaction


• subdominant to the SM weak interactions


• Effective low-energy term, can be due to many different kinds of 
underlying physics 

3

B. Non-standard Oscillation Physics

When neutrinos propagate in matter, their coherent forward
scattering on the medium must be taken into account. It is
this matter effect that allows NSI to be probed when an ex-
perimental baseline is sufficiently long. Consistent with our
framework, we turn on only non-standard e� ⌥ interactions

H f lav
mat =

⌦
2GF ne

0

@
1 0 |⇥e⌥ | e�i�⌅

0 0 0
|⇥e⌥ | ei�⌅ 0 0

1

A , (2)

where GF is the Fermi constant, ne is the number density of
electrons, and ⇥e⌥ parameterizes the strength of NSI in the
electron-tau sector. Observe that here the NSI piece can come
from electrons, up quarks, or down quarks. We therefore de-

fine ⇥e⌥ ⇧ Â f=e,u,d ⇥ f
e⌥ n f /ne, such that the NSI couplings in

Eq. (2) are normalized per electron.

Although a particular model of NSI may predict some
combination of NSI couplings to exist or particular rela-
tions among them, we will here restrict ourselves to the phe-
nomenologically interesting possibility of having nonzero ⇥e⌥
only. Moreover, these couplings are in general complex with
the new irremovable CP violating phase �⌅ ⇧ arg(⇥e⌥). We
shall see in the subsequent sections that this phase produces
striking effects and fundamental degeneracies.

The ⌅µ � ⌅e mode can be very sensitive to the effects
of NSI at long-baseline experiments [15]. The smallness of
P
�
⌅µ � ⌅e

�
allows us to accurately describe the problem us-

ing perturbation theory, resulting in [15]:

P
�
⌅µ � ⌅e

�
⌥

����G1 sin⌃23
eiD1L �1

D1
�G2 cos⌃23

eiD2L �1
D2

����
2

, (3)

G1 =
⌦

2GF ne|⇥e⌥ |ei�⌅ cos⌃23 +Dsin2⌃13ei� , (4)

G2 =
⌦

2GF ne|⇥e⌥ |ei�⌅ sin⌃23 �D⌅ sin2⌃12, (5)

with D1,2 = D± |D|�
⌦

2GF ne. Compared to [15] we have
taken only |⇥e⌥ | nonzero and restored explicitly the phases of
both the vacuum and the NSI pieces.

For typical energies E⌅ = 2 GeV, ⌃23 = ⇧/4 and the mea-
sured value of ⌃13, we have

Dsin2⌃13 = 0.95⇥10�13 eV, (6)⌦
2GF ne cos⌃23 = 0.76⇥10�13 eV, (7)

D⌅ sin2⌃12 = 0.09⇥10�13 eV. (8)

The standard CP violation search is based on the interference
of the terms in Eqs. (6) and (8). Since the solar term (8) is
an order of magnitude smaller, this is a difficult task and the
interference is dictated by � . With the addition of NSI there
is a new (⌅) phase. With |⇥e⌥ | of order 0.2 the NSI the hierar-
chy of the terms in Eq. (3) becomes: atm > NSI > sol. The
observable effect of NSI then depends on the relative phase
�⌅ � � . When this relative phase is zero, one finds a 30%
enhancement compared to the atmospheric contribution.

We stress that the recent measurement of large ⌃13 is cru-
cial in giving MINOS, NO⌅A, and LBNE good sensitivity
to NSI. As an illustration, consider that with ⌃13 = 0 and
|⇥e⌥ | = 0.2 this probability at NO⌅A is below 0.5%, even
with constructive NSI-solar interference. This signal is cer-
tainly below the the sensitivity reach of the next generation of
long-baseline experiments. To get an observable signal at MI-
NOS, P

�
⌅µ � ⌅e

�
⌃ 5%, with ⌃13 = 0 requires |⇥e⌥ | as large

as 0.9 [15]. Given the observed large value of ⌃13 it is worth
revisiting the sensitivity of MINOS to NSI.

III. MINOS

Of the long-baseline oscillation experiments that already
have data, MINOS provides the best sensitivity to NSI. This
is due to their relatively large baseline and the resolution of
their P(⌅e � ⌅e) measurements. In fact, MINOS has already
eaten into a portion of the parameter space favored by the solar
data. We shall see that despite this, there remain substantial
degeneracies in the determination of the mass hierarchy and
the vacuum phase, and that the hint of ⌃13 that MINOS has re-
ported may already be a tentative indication of nonzero NSI.

We begin by asking what the NSI sensitivity of MINOS is
in the case of the normal hierarchy, D > 0. Eq. (5) is plot-
ted for the MINOS baseline in Fig. 2, for two fixed values of
the NSI phase and with the vacuum phase set to zero. There
we see that the already measured value of P ⌃ 4% disfavors
constructively interfering NSI. By the same token, destruc-
tively interfering NSI is favored in the NH. The same is clearly
not true for the IH. Here, a precise measurement or exclusion
of NSI is difficult given the observed degeneracy. However,
since P ⌃ 4% is more generic, one could say that MINOS
prefers the IH.

Of course in the real world however, the sign of the hierar-
chy is a priori unknown. Instead one would like to use exper-
iments like MINOS to gain information on this phase along
with the ⌅-phase. Comparing the two panels of Fig. 2 one ob-
serves that the presence of NSI significantly exacerbates the
difficulty in determining the hierarchy, since the first oscilla-
tion maxima in all inverted hierarchy cases are comparable to
the normal hierarchy with destructively interfering NSI. Fold-
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Abstract

Data from solar neutrino and KamLAND experiments have led to a discovery of nonzero neutrino masses. Here we investigate
what these data can tell us about neutrino interactions with matter, including the poorly constrained flavor-changing νe–ντ

interactions. We give examples of the interaction parameters that are excluded by the solar/KamLAND data and are beyond the
reach of other experiments. We also demonstrate that flavor-changing interactions, at the allowed level, may profoundly modify
the conversion probability for neutrinos of energy ! 6 MeV and the values of the mass parameter inferred from the data. The
implications for future experiments are discussed.
 2004 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

For several decades, experiments have been trying
to test the Standard Model (SM) paradigm that neu-
trinos are massless and interact only via the W and Z

gauge boson exchange. In recent years, a breakthrough
has emerged: data from the solar, atmospheric, and re-
actor neutrino experiments have indicated that neutri-
nos do have masses, and hence the SM is incomplete.
It is the right time to ask whether the SM predictions
for the neutrino–matter interactions can be similarly
tested.
The aim of this Letter is to investigate what can

be learned about neutrino–matter interactions from

E-mail addresses: friedland@lanl.gov (A. Friedland),
lunardi@ias.edu (C. Lunardini), penya@ias.edu (C. Peña-Garay).

present and future solar and KamLAND neutrino data.
We answer two questions: (i) Can the solar and Kam-
LAND experiments constrain parts of the parameter
space that are presently inaccessible by non-oscillation
experiments? (ii) Can the uncertainty in our present
knowledge of neutrino–matter interactions affect the
determination of the oscillation parameters? As we
show, the answer to both questions is affirmative. We
give explicit examples of parameters that are disfa-
vored by solar and KamLAND data and that are be-
yond the reach of non-oscillation experiments.We also
demonstrate that non-standard interactions (NSI), at
an allowed level, can qualitatively modify the fit to the
data and change the values of inferred mass parame-
ters. This scenario leads to non-trivial predictions for
future experiments. A full presentation of the numer-
ical constraints we obtain is beyond the scope of this
Letter and will be given elsewhere [1].

0370-2693/$ – see front matter  2004 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
doi:10.1016/j.physletb.2004.05.047
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where level jumping can take place is narrow, defined
by A ≃ ∆ [21]. A neutrino produced at a lower den-
sity evolves adiabatically, while a neutrino produced
at a higher density may undergo level crossing. The
probability Pc in the latter case is given to a very good
accuracy by the formula for the linear profile, with an
appropriate gradient taken along the neutrino trajec-
tory,

(12)Pc ≃Θ(A −∆)e−γ (cos2θrel+1)/2,

where Θ(x) is the step function, Θ(x) = 1 for x > 0
and Θ(x) = 0 otherwise. We emphasize that our
results differ from the similar ones given in [5,22]
in three important respects: (i) they are valid for all,
not just small values of α (which is essential for our
application), (ii) they include the angle φ, and (iii) the
argument of the Θ function does not contain cos2θ ,
as follows from [21]. We stress that for large values of
α and φ ≃ π/2 adiabaticity is violated for large values
of θ .
Finally, to get an idea on the size of the day/night

asymmetry, ADN ≡ 2(N − D)/(N + D), (here D(N)
denotes the νe flux at the detector during the day
(night)) we can model the Earth as a sufficiently long
(compared to the oscillation length) object of constant
density. For 8B neutrino energies, this is appropriate
for )m2 ! (3–5) × 10−5 eV2. Introducing a small
parameter x⊕ ≡ A/∆, where A is evaluated for a
typical density inside the Earth, we find, to the first
order in x⊕,

ADN ≃ x⊕ sin 2θ

(13)× cos2α sin 2θ + cos2φ sin 2α cos2θ
−[cos2θ⊙(1− 2Pc)]−1 − cos2θ .

We verified that Eq. (13) gives a good agreement with
precise numerical calculations for ne ≃ 1.6 mol/cm3.
For the lower )m2 region allowed by KamLAND,
)m2 ! (1–3) × 10−5 eV2, the oscillation length is
comparable to the size of the Earth, however, the
averaging in Eq. (13) still applies to a signal integrated
over the zenith angle.
In Fig. 1 we plot the neutrino survival probabil-

ity as a function of energy for several representative
values of the NSI parameters. We take )m2 and θ

corresponding to the best-fit LMA point and choose
the production point to be at r = 0.1R⊙. Curve (1) is
the standard interaction case, given for reference. The

Fig. 1. The electron neutrino survival probability and the day/night
asymmetry as a function of energy for )m2 = 7 × 10−5 eV2,
tan2 θ = 0.4 and several representative values of the NSI para-
meters: (1) ϵu11 = ϵd11 = ϵu12 = ϵd12 = 0; (2) ϵu11 = ϵd11 = −0.008,
ϵu12 = ϵd12 = −0.06; (3) ϵu11 = ϵd11 = −0.044, ϵu12 = ϵd12 = 0.14;
(4) ϵu11 = ϵd11 = −0.044, ϵu12 = ϵd12 = −0.14. Recall that the pa-
rameters in Eq. (5) equal ϵij = ϵuij nu/ne + ϵdij nd/ne .

other three curves represent the three qualitatively dif-
ferent regimes that are of interest to us. In the follow-
ing we illustrate them in connectionwith observations.
For definiteness, we consider real values of ϵ12, both
positive (φ = 0) and negative (φ = π/2). As is clear
from Eq. (6), complex values (0 < φ < π/2) interpo-
late between these two cases.

3. Analysis of data

We now turn to the comparison of the NSI pre-
dictions with observations. To do this, we perform a
best fit analysis of the solar neutrino and KamLAND
data along the lines of Refs. [23,24]. In particular, so-
lar data include the radiochemical rates [25–28], the
SK ES zenith-spectra [29], the SNO day–night spectra
[30–32] measured in phase-I and the SNO rates mea-
sured in phase-II [33]. For consistency, the NC rate
prediction for SNO is treated as a free parameter be-
cause it is affected by an unknown change in the ax-
ial coupling of the quarks that could accompany the



Solar neutrinos, 2012

SNO 3-phase analysis 2011; our fit from hep-ph/1207.6642

Similar story with Borexino, SuperK; see e.g. Palazzo, 2011

pep

NSI
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JUNO and COHERENT give us brand new tools to 
address this problem!

Probing Neutrino Mass Ordering and Solar neutrinos with JUNO detector, Xuefeng Ding                                                                          Nufact 2018 @ Blacksburg, VA, U.S. 12–18 August 2018 18

JUNO solar v signal summary

• Signal: ES on electron 
• Background: 

• Depend on energy range 
• 2 group: pp + 7Be + pep + CNO; 8B
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what is rate? is there upturn?

See talks by Xuefeng Ding
on JUNO

The Smallest 
Neutrino Detectors 

in the World

Phil Barbeau

1

Coherent Scattering Results and Future

See talk by Phil Barbeau
on COHERENT



Sterile neutrinos at oscillation experiments

• A 20-year-old mystery
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A search for nm ! ne oscillations has been conducted at the Los Alamos Meson Physics Facility by
using nm from m1 decay at rest. The ne are detected via the reaction ne p ! e1 n, correlated with a
g from np ! dg (2.2 MeV). The use of tight cuts to identify e1 events with correlated g rays yields
22 events with e1 energy between 36 and 60 MeV and only 4.6 6 0.6 background events. A fit to
the e1 events between 20 and 60 MeV yields a total excess of 51.0120.2

219.5 6 8.0 events. If attributed
to nm ! ne oscillations, this corresponds to an oscillation probability of (0.31 6 0.12 6 0.05)%.
[S0031-9007(96)01375-0]

PACS numbers: 14.60.Pq, 13.15.+g

We present the results from a search for neutrino os-
cillations using the Liquid Scintillator Neutrino Detector
(LSND) apparatus described in Ref. [1]. The existence of
neutrino oscillations would imply that neutrinos have mass
and that there is mixing among the different flavors of neu-
trinos. Candidate events in a search for the transformation
nm ! ne from neutrino oscillations with the LSND de-
tector have previously been reported [2] for data taken in
1993 and 1994. Data taken in 1995 have been included in
this paper, and the analysis has been made more efficient.
Protons are accelerated by the Los Alamos Meson

Physics Facility (LAMPF) linac to 800MeV kinetic energy
and pass through a series of targets, culminating with the
A6 beam stop. The primary neutrino flux comes from p1

produced in a 30-cm-long water target in the A6 beam stop
[1]. The total charge delivered to the beam stop while
the detector recorded data was 1787 C in 1993, 5904 C
in 1994, and 7081 C in 1995. Neutrino fluxes used in our
calculations include upstream targets and changes in target
configuration during these three years of data taking.
Most of the p1 come to rest and decay through

the sequence p1 ! m1nm, followed by m1 ! e1nenm,
supplying nm with a maximum energy of 52.8 MeV. The
energy dependence of the nm flux from decay at rest

(DAR) is very well known, and the absolute value is
known to 7% [1,3]. The open space around the target
is short compared to the pion decay length, so only 3% of
the p1 decay in flight (DIF). A much smaller fraction
(approximately 0.001%) of the muons DIF, due to the
difference in lifetimes and that a p1 must first DIF. The
total nm flux averaged over the detector volume, including
contributions from upstream targets and all elements of
the beam stop, was 7.6 3 10210nmycm2yprotony.
A ne component in the beam comes from the sym-

metrical decay chain starting with a p2. This back-
ground is suppressed by three factors in this experiment.
First, p1 production is about 8 times the p2 produc-
tion in the beam stop. Second, 95% of p2 come to rest
and are absorbed before decay in the beam stop. Third,
88% of m2 from p2 DIF are captured from atomic or-
bit, a process which does not give a ne. Thus the rela-
tive yield, compared to the positive channel, is estimated
to be , s1y8d 3 0.05 3 0.12 ≠ 7.5 3 1024. A detailed
Monte Carlo simulation [3] gives a value of 7.8 3 1024

for the flux ratio of ne to nm.
The detector is a tank filled with 167 metric tons of dilute

liquid scintillator, located about 30 m from the neutrino
source and surrounded on all sides except the bottom

3082 0031-9007y96y77(15)y3082(4)$10.00 © 1996 The American Physical Society
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A search for nm ! ne oscillations has been conducted at the Los Alamos Meson Physics Facility by
using nm from m1 decay at rest. The ne are detected via the reaction ne p ! e1 n, correlated with a
g from np ! dg (2.2 MeV). The use of tight cuts to identify e1 events with correlated g rays yields
22 events with e1 energy between 36 and 60 MeV and only 4.6 6 0.6 background events. A fit to
the e1 events between 20 and 60 MeV yields a total excess of 51.0120.2

219.5 6 8.0 events. If attributed
to nm ! ne oscillations, this corresponds to an oscillation probability of (0.31 6 0.12 6 0.05)%.
[S0031-9007(96)01375-0]

PACS numbers: 14.60.Pq, 13.15.+g

We present the results from a search for neutrino os-
cillations using the Liquid Scintillator Neutrino Detector
(LSND) apparatus described in Ref. [1]. The existence of
neutrino oscillations would imply that neutrinos have mass
and that there is mixing among the different flavors of neu-
trinos. Candidate events in a search for the transformation
nm ! ne from neutrino oscillations with the LSND de-
tector have previously been reported [2] for data taken in
1993 and 1994. Data taken in 1995 have been included in
this paper, and the analysis has been made more efficient.
Protons are accelerated by the Los Alamos Meson

Physics Facility (LAMPF) linac to 800MeV kinetic energy
and pass through a series of targets, culminating with the
A6 beam stop. The primary neutrino flux comes from p1

produced in a 30-cm-long water target in the A6 beam stop
[1]. The total charge delivered to the beam stop while
the detector recorded data was 1787 C in 1993, 5904 C
in 1994, and 7081 C in 1995. Neutrino fluxes used in our
calculations include upstream targets and changes in target
configuration during these three years of data taking.
Most of the p1 come to rest and decay through

the sequence p1 ! m1nm, followed by m1 ! e1nenm,
supplying nm with a maximum energy of 52.8 MeV. The
energy dependence of the nm flux from decay at rest

(DAR) is very well known, and the absolute value is
known to 7% [1,3]. The open space around the target
is short compared to the pion decay length, so only 3% of
the p1 decay in flight (DIF). A much smaller fraction
(approximately 0.001%) of the muons DIF, due to the
difference in lifetimes and that a p1 must first DIF. The
total nm flux averaged over the detector volume, including
contributions from upstream targets and all elements of
the beam stop, was 7.6 3 10210nmycm2yprotony.
A ne component in the beam comes from the sym-

metrical decay chain starting with a p2. This back-
ground is suppressed by three factors in this experiment.
First, p1 production is about 8 times the p2 produc-
tion in the beam stop. Second, 95% of p2 come to rest
and are absorbed before decay in the beam stop. Third,
88% of m2 from p2 DIF are captured from atomic or-
bit, a process which does not give a ne. Thus the rela-
tive yield, compared to the positive channel, is estimated
to be , s1y8d 3 0.05 3 0.12 ≠ 7.5 3 1024. A detailed
Monte Carlo simulation [3] gives a value of 7.8 3 1024

for the flux ratio of ne to nm.
The detector is a tank filled with 167 metric tons of dilute

liquid scintillator, located about 30 m from the neutrino
source and surrounded on all sides except the bottom
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Since then, MiniBOONE, Reactor flux anomaly, gallium source 
anomaly. See arXiv:1805.12028, talks by Žarko Pavlović, Georgia 

Karagiorgi for the latest



Sterile neutrinos: cosmological problems?

• Recent results from Planck measure relativistic energy density in the universe 
at matter/rad equality -> CMB decoupling


• Planck 2015 [arXiv:1502.01589] reports Neff=3.15±0.23 and for the mass mν < 
0.23 eV


• Are sterile neutrinos that the SBN program plans to search for already ruled 
out by cosmology?



New physics: hidden interactions

• What if sterile neutrinos interacted through their own force?


• An existing small population of hidden neutrinos would induce an MSW potential 
suppressing mixing between νa and νh . Could shut off νa -> νh thermalization.


‣ Babu & Rothstein, Phys.Lett. B275 (1992) 112-118 


• The physics of this problem is much more subtle than previously believed  
- Numerous physical regimes to consider  

‣ Dodelson-Widrow, Quantum Zeno, Resonant, etc 
- Can flavor recoupling be delayed until T ~ 1 MeV? 

- Yes, in a very specific parameter range 
- Interestingly, a dark force in this range can have a profound impact on Dark 

Matter structure formation 
‣ Details in Cherry, A.F., Shoemaker, arXiv:1411.1071 

- Completely testable



This is an example of a question that requires 
collaboration of theory and experiment

Cherry, A.F., Shoemaker, arXiv:1605.06506 for details



Here’s another example: flavor physics below the 
Fermi scale

• New physics scenario: 
weakly gauge the 3rd 
generation


• Dozens of constraints! 


• From rare meson decays 
to atomic parity violations, 
to NSI oscillation effects


• Neutrino physics intertwined 
with the rest of the field


• See K.Babu, A. F., P. Machado, I. 
Mocioiu, arXiv:1705.01822 for details
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Figure 6: More complete list of constraints on the U(1)(3)
B�L

gauge boson mass MX and coupling
gX for tan � = 2, 10. For convenience the X � Z mixing, sX , is also shown. Notice that for a
given gX , the mass of the gauge boson MX is bounded from below, so there is an unphysical
region in the upper left corner of the MX ⇥ gX plane (delineated by the white line). The “⌫
scat” bound is a combination of all neutrino scattering experiments listed in the text, while “⌫
osc.” comes from non standard interaction e↵ects (matter potential) on atmospheric neutrinos.
“APV” refers to atomic parity violation. Here the charged Higgs mass, relevant to the B ! KX
constraint, is taken to be 1200 GeV.

4.7 Meson-antimeson oscillations

The presence of FCNC in scalar and gauge boson interactions can modify K0
�K0, Bd � Bd,

Bs �Bs, and D0
�D0 oscillations. The case of D0

�D0 mixing, which provides the best limits
on the model, is already analyzed in Sec. 3. Here we complete this analysis.

The general scalar contributions to meson-antimeson mixing is given in Eq. (42). The
vector boson X will also contribute to the meson oscillation via s-channel exchange [74]
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where UX = V L

u,d
.diag(0, 0, 1).V L†

u,d
. In fact, this contribution is suppressed by both the small

mixing, UX

ij
and gX . Except for the case of D0

� D0 mixing where the X boson exchange
becomes important for MX ⇠ MeV, this contribution is generally sub-leading.
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Last but not least, there is the elephant in the room

• Modeling of neutrino cross sections at Eν ~1-5 GeV


• See, e.g, the talk by Jorge MorfinThe General Landscape - Comparison of Generators 
◆ Since over 50% of the DUNE events have W greater than the Delta mass (W ≈≥ 

1.4 GeV), we need to consider what we do(little)/do-not(big) know about this 
region!

◆ This region includes a series of higher mass resonances that dwindle in number as 
W increases.  For example, if we take W > 1.7 GeV to be “above” a majority of 
these resonances then the Q2 distributions for a 6 GeV n on Fe are predicted to 
look like this.  Corrections to NEUT and GENIE yield improved agreement.

3
  21

Q2 distributions
Fe, Eν=6.0 GeV

Neutrino Anti-neutrino

W>1.7 GeV

Similar to previous slide

Neutrino - 2018
2016

C. Bronner- 2018C. Bronner- 2016
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Figure by A. Ankowski, A.F., S. Li



Electron scattering comparison

• Generator predictions show considerable discrepancies with the 
electron scattering data collected at JLab last year


• Ankowski, A.F., Li, in prep
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Also now wealth of neutrino scattering data

• NOvA and MINERvA have 
collected state-of-the-art 
datasets


• Required extensive generator 
“tuning” to obtain agreement


• It is very important to make 
these results public ASAP, so 
that a collaborative theory-
experimental effort can 
understand the physics behind 
these tunes.

August 17, 2018 J. Wolcott / Tufts U. / NuFACT 2018 40

Cross section uncertainties:
future needs

● Nuclear models for inelastic 
processes as well as QE

– RPA-like effect for RES?
● Suggested by data (MINERvA+MINOS 

ND+MiniBooNE+NOvA ND), but no theory 
guidance

● “On-off” treatment for syst one of our largest

– Inelastic continuum at low Eν

● What does “shallow” inelastic scattering 
on carbon look like?

– How does it interfere with RES? → GENIE 
uncertainties large

– Free nucleon data helps only so much
● Does diffractive scattering from H matter? 

 How close are models? 

● νe/νμ differences for inelastic 
processes

– Current uncertainties are ad hoc

[NOvA has cross section measurements in 
progress which will help address some of 

these questions:
see M. Judah, talk #71, Mon. 8/13, WG2]

see talk by Jeremy Wolcott



Example question: what fraction of the hadronic 
energy is visible in DUNE?

• This is modeled under default GENIE, v 2.12.8


• We would very much like to repeat this with the NOvA tune!
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Conclusions
Neutrino physics is at the forefront of particle physics: this is 
where new physics is! 


In 20 years of NuFact meetings, our field moved from the 
initial discovery phase into today’s precision era


Early robust observables of factor of 2 or 3 became 
precision goals of 5-10% or less


Lots of talks heard here. Rapid progress, vast amounts of new 
data, ambitious goals


To succeed in the new precision era, the neutrino community 
must develop close collaborations between theory and 
experiment


